Dear People,

Let's start out with the current lie:

Greetings KH, what are the others talking POTUS took over the Federal Reserve? Can that even make sense?

Now let's continue with what the Black Nobility at the center of the Banking is trying, and failing, to hide. As we who inhabit our reality keep on reminding the powers-that-were, their attempts to hide what many of us already know only backfires and spreads the censored information even further.
appreciated the censored information:

❤️ @FreedomRedeemer

❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️ liked a Tweet you were mentioned in

In this link says

"Massimo Family and The Italian Nobility
Prince Fabrizio Massimo-Brancaccio is a top owner of the Vatican"

Vatican, just what i said.

Massimo family control the Knights of Malt.

Yesterday was a busy day. I uploaded three videos (two were shot on December 3, 2019, days before the Black Nobility at the center of the Banking Cartel tried to kill me with arsenic). The third video was shot on March 19, 2020 [https://youtu.be/mu6E37ib5PA](https://youtu.be/mu6E37ib5PA) (Oh What a Beautiful Morning, Part 3) and shows my recovery:

We are all working together. These videos show you our dialogue. Whose dialogue? It is the Critical Mass, the people who realize what reality is. José Rizal deposited the wealth of the world in the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in trust for humanity. The Corona Virus was created to defeat humanity. The Banking Cartel and the Black Nobility at its center have created the Corona Virus and hold the patent for the Corona Virus. We are winning in this battle to end corruption in our money.


This was what I tweeted when I uploaded the video about how all of the world's governments are part of a big corporation [https://youtu.be/v1ZhHaLUZSc](https://youtu.be/v1ZhHaLUZSc)

Each and every country and their government is secretly a corporation, including the government of the United States of America. I asked each of the Governors, the Adjutant Generals who are liaisons to the National Guard for the Governors in the USA, and the Secretaries of State of the 50 states, to deny that there is secret martial law. The Governors are hard pressed because people know that their titles to land and cars and other property are being withheld from them under war powers ever since 1937, and this corruption is not something that the Governors can continue evade. I told the Governors that I vote the US shares on the Board of Governors and Boards of Executive Directors of the World Bank and IMF because Jack Lew, Matthew McGuire, and Mark Sobel had broken the Articles of Agreement and had no further role to play in the Global Currency Reset.

The Secretaries of the 50 states know full well that the US monetary gold reserves are in the Global Debt Facility and that the Global Debt Facility has liens against the Fed and the agents of the Network of Global Corporate Control. It is against the security interests of the United States to allow the Federal Reserve note to crash, thereby unilaterally surrendering our military. It is treasonous to punish our heroes Vice Admiral Tim Giardina and Major General Michael Carey, who refused to nuke Charleston South Carolina on October 7, 2013, and Captain Heather Cole, who refused to communicate a first strike command against Russia on March 16, 2015.


Where are we? Is it uncharted territory? Not exactly. The power transition model is quite accurate. When Germany's and Japan's and Brazil's Executive Directors asked for me to be admitted to the Spring Meetings in 2015 so that the Minutes of the Board of Governors that had been adopted the previous day for the Global Currency Reset could be presented at the meeting, and I was nevertheless not admitted, this was a violation of the World Bank's Articles. The Secret Service tried to "paper over" my being locked out of the meeting by presenting me with a barring notice. This barring notice was signed by Martin Kraus, who had been fired the previous day by the Board of Executive Directors. It is not worth the paper it is written on. Has the Network of Global Corporate Control succeeded in stealing the world's monetary gold reserves? No. The
liens against the Federal Reserve, and the 2 quadrillion in Treaty of Versailles Bonds are still there. The Minutes for the Global Currency Reset have been adopted, and by their terms they supersede the Minutes that are currently on the internet.

The Black Nobility removed my tweet about the DCTV Segment called "Fencing with the Black Nobility." The thing about fencing is that you win by remaining on the fencing strip and parrying your opponent. I have parried the Black Nobility's attempt to censor and remove my tweet.

The Black Nobility's attempt to remain hidden is not working out for them. Here is what I tweeted yesterday about the Black Nobility:

The Black Nobility is on full display. So what? As one comment says, "I have a feeling that we are MUCH closer than anyone thinks to this inevitable change for the better." No matter the religion you believe, we're the very breath of God and divine creations.
Our mind is directly connected to all and our Godly brain is unique. It's so important not to invoke religion. It's being used by very evil forces no matter how pure the intention.

Here the Black Nobility said that a page with the graphic of The Black Nobility didn't exist. The Black Nobility is trying to erase the evidence that the Black Nobility exists. The existence of the Black Nobility can be seen each time it covers up its existence through censorship. Still I can carry on. This is because I get a lot of help.

On December 1, 2019, (just after being poisoned with arsenic), I wrote:

"Dear Healer,

This is Karen Hudes. I am using an email account that works (kind of) I spoke to [loved family member] about mind control and they appeared to listen. The attacks against me were so severe I passed out, and then my hearing was affected; I had a hard time hearing, it sounded far away and I also heard noises. This may be another turning point. I am worried about [loved family member.] Anything you can do to shield us is much appreciated."

You can see in many ways the evidence that I am fencing with the Black Nobility: my posts get removed, the falsified counters is another example.

Yesterday in addition to my blogging, I had to arrange for "Blaze", a pet 3 year old occicat, to be x-rayed, get a sonogram and then have the blockage in her stomach and intestine removed by an endoscope. Trying kill a pet cat? How low can you get?

Blaze survived her ordeal. Oh What a Beautiful Morning.

Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel,
Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility, TVM-LSM-666
Here is a response to my question about whether Jose Rizal was not adopted, but descended only from the Malays:

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes · Feb 3
Jose Rizal: trying to learn the facts:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter2.3.16.pdf

From: Lucas
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2016 9:53 AM
To: Karen Hudes
Subject: UNDER BALOR AGREEMENT

Dear Atty. Hudes,

You may have some remarks at the attached document.

Thanks.

Regards,
Lucas
THE MONETARY BOARD MEETING


AGENDA

(THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF THE NATION)

1. HON. MIGUEL CUADERNO PRECIDING OFFICER CHAIRMAN

2. SECRETARY OF FINANCE PIO PEDROSA PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK – PRESIDENT

3. PRESIDENT VICENTE CARMONA REHABILITATION FINANCE CORPORATION

4. DELFIN BUENCAMINO MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

5. JOSE YULO MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

6. RAFAEL CORPUS MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

7. ANTONIO DE LAS ALAS MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

8. CARLOS P. RUMULO AMBASADOR PACIFIC UNION – REF. BY PRES. QUIRINO

WHEREAS, THE BOARD OF GOVERNOR GIVEN LETTERS OF INSTRUCTION OF THE SUCCESSOR HEIR/OWNER ANACLETO MADRIGAL ACOPIADO SR. CODED NAME AMA-LSM-666 SINCE JANUARY 3, 1949 SUBJECT TO CONTINUANCE UNTIL 2005,


WHEREAS, THE BOARD OF GOVERNOR REPRESENTED BY CHAIRMAN AND GOVERNOR OF CENTRAL BANK MIGUEL CUADERNO SR. GIVE THE LETTER OF INSTRUCTION UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING LAW OF BAILMENTS OF PROTECT THE WORLD ASSET ACCESS RESERVE IN TRUST DEPOSITED IN DIFFERENT BULLION BANKS AROUND THE WORLD, MATURITY IN 2005, AND MUST BE RETURN TO SUCCESSOR HEIR AMA – LSM – 666 WITH DESCRIERSONARY POWER TO MOVE OR REMOVE AND RESTRUCTURE, CALLED AS THE BAILOR.

WHEREAS, (1) THERE MUST BE LAWFUL POSSESSION WITH TITLE IN THE BAILOR, (2) FOR A DETERMINABLE TIME; (3) THE TRUST PROPERTY OWNER IS AMA – LSM – 666 AS THE BAILOR, (4) WITH THE BAILOR MUST RESTOR WHEN HIS LAWFUL POSSESSION COMES TO AN END.

WHEREAS, (5) THE BAILOR WHO IS THE TRUST OWNER DEPOSITED HIS COMMODITIES AND FORM OF GOLD BULLION OR PRECIOUS METAL VAULT TO VAULT AND LEDGER TO LEDGER IN TRUST DEPOSIT, WITHDRAWABLE BY THE BAILOR IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE 426,427 AND 428 THE BAILOR HAVE DISCRETIONARY POWER TO MOVE REMOVE AND RESTRUCTURE UPON THE MATURITY DATE AND YEAR IN ACCORDANCE OF THE PROVISIONS OF TRUST DEPOSIT LAW UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING LAW.


4. The 1,000,000 MT of Gold, 1,000,000 MT of Platinum and 1,000,000 MT of Diamond exported for the European Nations for 50 years extended by Treaty of Versailles, Global Immunities, Security Code 5020, GENTZ, Redeemers Codes 1738-777 under the Bilateral Mines Field Successor Breakthrough Agreement in accordance with Art. IV and Embargo Act 1807.

Therefore, We the members of Monetary Board of Governor of Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, its Chairman Miguel Cuaderno Sr. and the President of the Philippines Elpidio Quirino; and the asset of the above mentioned as integral part of the Proclamation and Declaration of the Gift of Love in favor to Successor Heir of the Code of MASTER know as Anacleto Madrigal Acopiado – LSM-666 successor of the late Don Gregorio Madrigal Acopiado and his Successor Heirs Don Anacleto Madrigal Acopiado Sr. and married to Doña Trinidad Pondeño Acopiado the principal signatories of the LAST WILL TESTAMENT be stowed upon, assignment without good will or let of hindrance as a clause of the banking instrument trust deposited in favor of Anacleto Madrigal Acopiado and son Roberto P. M. Acopiado the successor in interest of the world asset Commodities deposit in trust withdrawable in the year 2005.
CHAPTER 16
THE BLACK NOBILITY

Before going any further into the "big picture" we have to take a little detour again to make things a bit clearer.

For the following information I have to thank Ex-MI6 agent Dr. John Coleman for his tremendous research. He is the only one who ever wrote anything in English on the "Black Nobility", and on the American continent he is a pioneer in this research. I met Dr. Coleman personally and tell you that he is sincere in his intention (I have my own personal faculty to "read" or "check" people). But he sure is holding back information, as I do, too, because we don't want to lose our heads.

Dr. Coleman tells us about a term you won't find in any ordinary book or dictionary: "The Black Nobility". These are the oligarchic families of Venice and Genoa who in the 12th century held the privileged trading rights (monopolies). Dr. Coleman: "The first of three crusades, from 1063 to 1123, established the power of the Venetian Black Nobility and solidified the power of the wealthy ruling class. The Black Nobility aristocracy achieved complete control over Venice in 1171, when the appointment of the doge was transferred to what was known as the Great Council, which consisted of members of the commercial aristocracy, a complete triumph for them. Venice has remained in their hands ever since, but the power and influence of the Venetian Black Nobility extends far beyond its borders, and today, in 1986, is felt in every corner of the globe. In 1204 the oligarchic family parceled out feudal enclaves to their members, and from this epoch dates the great building-up of power and pressure until the government became a closed corporation of the leading Black Nobility families."

The Black Nobility earned its title through dirty tricks, so when the population revolted against the monopolies in government, as anywhere else, the leaders of the uprising were quickly seized and brutally hanged. They use secret assassinations, murder, the bankrupting of opposing citizens or companies, kidnapping and rape.

So, who are these families?
The most important ones are:
House of Guelph (Britain)
House of Wettin (Belgium)
House of Bernadotte (Sweden)
House of Liechtenstein (Liechtenstein)
House of Oldenburg (Denmark)
House of Hohenzollern (Germany)
House of Hanover (Germany)
House of Bourbon (France)
House of Orange (Netherlands)
House of Grimaldi (Monaco)
House of Wittelsbach (Germany)
House of Braganza (Portugal)
House of Nassau (Luxembourg)
House of Habsburg (Austria)
House of Savoy (Italy)
House of Karadjordjevic (Yugoslavia)
House of Wurttemberg (Germany)
House of Zogu (Albania)
As well as the ones you will find on the Family Tree of the Windsors. (Black Nobility Unmasked Worldwide, Dr. John Coleman, 1985).
All the families listed are connected with the House of Guelph, one of the original Black Nobility families of Venice from which the House of Windsor and thus the present Queen of England, Elisabeth II, descends. The Guelphs are so intertwined with the German aristocracy through the House of Hanover that it would take several pages to mention all their connections. As you can see in this family tree, almost all European royal houses originate from the House of Hanover and thus from the House of Guelph - the Black Nobility. The Hanoverian English King George I came from the Duchy of Lunenberge, a part of Northern Germany, which had been governed by the Guelph family since the 12th century.
Today the Guelphs rule by dominating the raw materials market, and for years they have fixed the price of gold, a commodity they do neither produce nor own. The House of Windsor also controls the price of copper, zinc, lead and tin. And as you will see, it is no accident that the principle commodity exchanges are located in London. Companies run by Black Nobility families are British Petroleum, Oppenheimer, Lonrho, Philbro and others. Another Black Nobility family are the Grosvenors in England. For centuries this family lived – as most of the European royal families – on ground rent. Today the family owns at least 300 acres of land in the center of London. The land is never sold, but leased on a 39 year leasehold agreement – the ground rent of the middle ages. Grosvenor Square, in which the American Embassy is located, belongs to the Grosvenor family, as does Eaton Square. In Eaton Square apartments are rented out at 25,000 pounds a month, and that does not include maintenance costs. This will give you some idea of the immense wealth the Black Nobility families garner from ground rents, and why families like the Windsors are not at all interested in industrial progress along with the excess population it supports. This is the only reason why these "noble" families are behind most, if not all, of the wrong-headed Pro-environmental movements of the world that ultimately and covertly aim to curb population growth. Prince Philip and Prince Charles are the most visible symbols of these movements and both have often spoken with the utmost callousness about the need to rid the world of unwanted people. (Black Nobility Unmasked Worldwide, Dr. John Coleman).
So why do I mention the Black Nobility?
Because they are the founders of THE secret society of our day from which all the others are connected to the Illuminati originated from – the "Committee of 300". As I will show you, the Club of Rome, the CFR, the RIIA, the Bilderbergers, the UN, the Round Table ...all originate from the "Committee of 300" and therefore from the European Black Nobility families.'
I copied this from another page and thought this crowd would at least find it exciting as I did.

"Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg is a high level power in Europe and financier of secret societies. The Luxembourg family have vast wealth and deep connections to banking. The word Lux means Illumination or a unit of light. Grand Duke Henri holds an Italian title of Prince of Bourbon-Parma through his grandfather Prince Felix. The Italian word for Illumination is Illuminazione. That is Illumin, Nazi, and Zion in one word. The Farnese family were the Dukes of Parma and they established the Jesuits under Pope Paul III or Alessandro Farnese as a military order through the papal bull; Regimini Militantis Ecclesiae. The Jesuits and their first superior general Ignatius Loyola were connected with the Alumbrados of Spain. Alumbrados is the Spanish word for Illuminati and they existed more than 200 years before the Bavarian Illuminati. Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria married Princess Antonia of Luxembourg. The Farnese bloodline is partly carried through the Bourbon-Parma branch and its princes have a portion of authority over the Jesuits since their ancestors created them including Grand Duke Henri. The Farnese family lived in a pentagonal fortress and Jesuit alumni dominate leadership positions in the US military and intelligence agencies which are headquartered at the US Pentagon. Grand Duke Henri is also a Knight of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta and a Knight of the Order of Pope Pius IX. Henri's brother Prince Guillaume of Luxembourg was educated at Jesuit Georgetown University in DC. The House of Nassau-Weilburg are working closely with the Vatican and Black Nobility. Jean-Claude Juncker is the President of the European Commission and was former Prime Minister of Luxembourg under the House of Nassau-Weilburg. Jean-Claude Juncker is a Roman Knight of Malta and also knight of various European royal knighthoods. The European Investment Bank (EIB) is headquartered in Luxembourg with nation members of the EU as shareholders which means Luxembourg is a shareholder of this bank and the House of Nassau-Weilburg are the rulers of Luxembourg which means they have shares in the EIB. The EIB was created by the Treaty of Rome and later established the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development which has almost 60 billion in assets and is in contract with the United States. Grand Duke Henri's mother was from the Belgian royal family. The royals running Luxembourg and Belgium are working closely together and operate as international criminal bankers. Intelsat are Luxembourg based intercept satellite systems currently in contract with Israeli intelligence and Unit 8200. Grand Duke Henri's full name is Henri Albert GABRIEL Felix Marie Guillaume. The royal family of Luxembourg own the Gavrieli crime family of Israel with Inbal Gavrieli as a former Israeli politician and her father Shuni Gavrieli as a crime boss. Gavrieli is the Hebrew version of Gabriel. Luxembourg's government and their LFF have been organizing investments into Israeli start up companies. Grand Duchess Maria Teresa of Luxembourg is from the Battista family and from Cuba. She is a relative of the former Cuban President and dictator Fulgencio Batista. Some other members of the House of Nassau-Weilburg include Grand Duke Henri's son Prince Guillaume the Hereditary Grand Duke of Luxembourg and his wife is the Belgian Countess Stephanie of Lannoy. The House of Lannoy is married with the House of Ligne. Grand Duke Henri's aunt is Princess Alix of Ligne who married Prince Antoine of Ligne. The Ligne
family are princes in Belgium. Prince Louis, Prince Sebastien and Prince Felix are also sons of Grand Duke Henri and his daughter is Princess Alexandra. Prince Felix is married to Claire Lademacher the daughter of Hartmut Lademacher who is a wealthy German businessmen and he founded LHS Telekommunikation. Prince Felix and Princess Claire live in Geneva, Switzerland. Prince Jean of Luxembourg works with water companies and also banks including Banque Degroof Luxembourg, EFG Bank and EFG International. Prince Jean's children are Princess Marie-Gabrielle, Prince Constantin, Prince Wenceslas, and Prince Carl-Johan. The sister of Grand Duke Henri and Prince Jean is Princess Margaretha and she has married into the House of Liechtenstein and their other sister Archduchess Marie Astrid married into the Belgian-Austrian House of Habsburg-Lorraine with Archduke Carl Christian of Austria who works at Triple A Gestion investment firm in Switzerland along with his brother Prince Rudolf of Habsburg-Lorraine as the Director. Prince Charles of Luxembourg who died in 1977 was married to Joan Dillon whose father was Clarence Douglas Dillon the former United States Secretary of the Treasury. The royal family of Luxembourg also have an alliance with the Torlonia banking family of Rome. Prince Guillaume of Luxembourg's wife Princess Sibilla is from the Torlonia banking family and they have the positions of Prince Assistant to the Papal Throne today and also operate as the Vatican's Treasurers with their Banca del Fucino. The EIB is also in contract with the Italian investment bank Cassa Depositi e Prestiti which is located in Rome. The royal family of Luxembourg have been given a high authority through Rome's network of power with large amounts of concealed wealth. Prince Guillaume has also worked for the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and former Minister of Finance for Luxembourg Luc Frieden was the Chairman for the Board of Governors of the IMF and the World Bank Group. Bank accounts in Luxembourg are private just like in Switzerland. When Miuccia Prada of Italy was investigated for tax evasion she moved her clothing company Prada to the Netherlands and Luxembourg until the investigation ended. The Islamic House of Thani with Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani owned a lot of banks in Luxembourg through Precision Capital. Precision Capital held 90% of Banque Internationale Luxembourg and the Grand Duchy owns the remaining 10%. Precision Capital owner Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al Thani went into contract with BAE Systems in New Jersey and their accounts were froze for an investigation into money laundering. Hamad paid off the Jersey officials with 6 million and then they dropped their investigation. There is a hidden Islamic mafia in New Jersey working alongside the Italian Mafia which have infiltrated the port authority and are involved with criminal trafficking. The House of Thani have been funneling wealth through European banks to finance the globalist takeover agenda. The Chinese Legend Holdings recently bought the House of Thani's 90% shares in Banque Internationale Luxembourg. Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg has been financing organized crime and pays for internet censorship on those that speak out against the mafia and Vatican. Grand Duke Henri also gives out gifts or bonuses to members of the secret societies and members of royal and papal knighthoods and these "gifts" often involving sex trafficking of women and children. Grand Duke Henri is using the EIB to make international criminal pay offs disguised as loans and investments. Grand Duke Henri is an Illuminati financier and boss."
https://twitter.com/KarenHudes,

https://www.facebook.com/karen.hudes.10/

On Tuesdays at 7:00 pm EST http://dctv.org/Live

https://www.youtube.com/user/KarenHudes/videos

www.kahudes.net